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Allowing Type-3 Wind Turbines to Participate in Frequency Regulation using a Genetic 

Algorithm for Controller Parameter Tuning 

Thesis Abstract--Idaho State University (2019) 

 

With wind penetration levels increasing in power systems across the world, different 

challenges are encountered with respect to the controllability and operation of a power system. 

The frequency regulation of a power grid is highly impacted when a considerable amount of 

wind energy is connected to the system. This thesis uses a dynamic, non-linearized system 

developed in Matlab/Simulink©, to study how Type-3 wind turbines impact the stability and 

frequency response of a test power system. In this work, a proposed frequency sensitive pitch 

angle controller is implemented and tuned through the use of a Genetic Algorithm. Time 

simulations are used to demonstrate the transient and steady-state performance of the proposed 

controllers in the system with 25% wind penetration. The results show that the addition of the 

tuned frequency sensitive controllers improved the settling frequency, rate of change of 

frequency, and frequency nadir compared to the wind turbines without these controllers. 

 

 

Key Words: Wind Turbine, DFIG, Frequency Regulation, Pitch Angle Control, Genetic 

Algorithm, Parameter Tuning 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 WIND ENERGY GROWTH 
 

At the end of 1980 on Crotched Mountain in Southwest New Hampshire, the first wind 

farm started producing electricity, thus, signaling the beginning of the modern wind turbine 

industry. Since then, the installed capacity of wind generation has been steadily increasing, with 

52,429 Mega-Watts (MW) installed in 2017 bringing the global installed capacity of wind energy 

up to 539,123 MW [1]. Particularly in the United States, the wind power capacity is experiencing 

strong growth. The United States increased its total wind power capacity to 88,973 MW with the 

addition of 7,017 MW of capability added in 2017 [2]. Wind power amounted to 25% of all 

capacity additions in 2017. Over the last decade, wind accounted for 30% of all U.S. capacity 

additions [2]. Fig. 1 shows the capacity additions for different energy sectors, in different regions 

of the United States. 

 

Fig. 1: Generation capacity additions by United States by region and energy type [2] 
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Wind penetration has also increased in many countries, with wind penetration being 

described as the fraction of energy produced by wind compared with the total generation. Fig. 2 

shows the 23 countries that have the greatest amount of wind penetration in 2016 and 2017. As 

can be seen from the Fig. 2, Denmark is the world leader in wind penetration at 48%, followed 

by Ireland and Portugal with roughly 30%. The United States comes in at fifteenth place with 

about 7% wind penetration. On a global scale the total wind penetration is about 5% [2].

 

Fig. 2: Approximate wind energy penetration in the 23 countries with the greatest installed wind 

power capacity [2] 
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

 While it is undeniable that the increased growth of wind and renewable energy across the 

world is very important to help curb carbon dioxide emissions and create a more sustainable way 

of producing energy, this situation poses new challenges for the operation of power systems. One 

reason for this is due to the fact that wind power exhibits a high degree of uncertainty and 

variability due to the uncertainty and variability of its “fuel” source. This variability can possibly 

cause a situation where there is not enough generation to balance the load if there is not enough 

available wind [3]. The main concern that will be studied here is the fact that the frequency 

regulation of a power grid is highly impacted when a considerable amount of electronically 

decoupled systems, such as wind energy, is connected to the system [4].   

 Grid operators desire to have generation that can provide regulation in order to maintain 

the necessary balance between generation and load, which then regulates the grid frequency. If 

the supply of power generated does not meet the required demanded power, the frequency of the 

system will change depending on the total system inertia [4]. System inertia is the actual amount 

of inertia that is given to the system by the large rotating masses of conventional generation 

units. Since electrical machines operate on the principle of an opposing electromagnetic and 

mechanical torque, changes in rotational speed will cause a change in the frequency of the 

system.  A generator or load can be considered to contribute to system inertia if a change in 

system frequency causes a change in its rotational speed and, thus, its kinetic energy [5]. Fast 

acting power electronics essentially decouple the rotating mass of a wind turbine so that the 

power system can’t “see” the inertia of the rotating turbine [4]. With higher wind penetration 

levels the total inertia of the system is decreased, meaning there is less natural frequency 

regulation present in the system. In this work solutions for allowing wind generation to 
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participate in the frequency regulation of the power grid will be discussed, implemented, and 

analyzed. 

 

1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 There are a number of different approaches that researchers have proposed in literature to 

allow variable speed wind turbines to participate in frequency regulation. These approaches fall 

into two main categories. The first is an approach that emulates an inertial response by extracting 

extra power from the wind turbine rotor in the case of an under frequency event. The second is 

an approach that actually operates the wind turbine in a de-loaded mode to provide extra 

headroom, or spinning reserve, for frequency regulation. 

 The studies done in [6]-[13] provide an inertial response, sometimes called “virtual 

inertia,” by immediately changing the torque set point of the generator when an under frequency 

event is detected. This allows the release of the rotor kinetic energy, which in turn causes the 

wind turbine rotor speed to decrease. This solution reduces the rate of change of frequency and 

the maximum frequency deviation from nominal [7, 8]. One drawback to this method is that the 

extra power provided is only very temporary, up to 10 seconds, it also does not impact the steady 

state frequency [14]. Another drawback to this method is due to the increase in torque in the 

generator, the rotor speed will decrease while power is produced above the power set-point. This 

may cause a situation where the wind turbine may stall [14]. Besides the possibility of a stall, 

this method increases power in the short run, but will require a recovery period in which the 

turbine rotor must spin up back to speed. During this recovery period the wind turbine will 

produce less power after the inertial response, which could affect the grid frequency [13]. Fig. 3 
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shows the relationship between the wind turbine rotor speed and the wind turbine power output 

when an inertial response has been activated. 

 

Fig. 3: Relationship between rotor speed and power produced after an inertial response [14] 

 The other main category of frequency control in wind turbines is achieved by de-loading 

the wind turbine. De-loading can be achieved in two different ways. The first method of de-

loading is achieved by operating the wind turbine generator at a suboptimal generator speed [15]-

[22]. The second method of de-loading is achieved by pitching the blades to intentionally spill 

power so that the reserve energy can be used for frequency regulation [15]-[17], [23]. Both of 

these solutions avoid the problems associated with the inertial response techniques, however, 

come with problems of their own. In fact, these problems are not so much associated with 

technical issues as with inertial control, but have more to do with loss of revenue. Typically de-

loading of wind turbines is not practiced due to the potential loss of revenue (less power 
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produced means less money for the operators of the wind plant). However, as power system 

operators have realized the problems associated with high wind penetration, some interconnect 

standards are requiring wind power to provide frequency regulation in the same way that 

conventional generation does [24]-[27]. De-loading is one way operators may act in accordance 

to abide by these new interconnect standards. On the flip side, the potential loss in revenue can 

be made up by allowing wind turbines to participate in the frequency regulation trade market 

[28]. In this work the option of de-loading through the use of pitch control is studied. 
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CHAPTER 2: OPERATING PRINCIPLES 

2.1 WIND TURBINE TYPES 
 

 In general there are two classes of wind turbines that are determined by their axis of 

rotation. A turbine with a rotor axis of rotation that is horizontal to the ground is called a 

Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT), while a turbine with a rotor axis of rotation that is 

vertical to the ground is called a Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT). HAWTs dominate as the 

main type of turbine used in large scale wind energy production [29]. HAWTs can then be 

divided further into two different categories: fixed speed and variable speed wind turbines. In 

fixed speed wind turbines the rotational speed of the turbine is set at a constant speed. When a 

fixed speed wind turbine is connected to a squirrel cage induction generator it is known as a 

Type-1 wind turbine. Type-2 wind turbines are connected to wound rotor inductor generators in 

a similar manner to Type-1 generators with the addition of variable resistors to help keep 

constant power output even during gust conditions [30]-[32]. While the operation and control of 

fixed speed wind turbines is fairly simple they are unable to efficiently extract the maximum 

available power from the wind. Due to this reason, the industry has adopted variable speed wind 

turbines as the turbine of choice due to advantages such as improved efficiency for a large range 

of wind speeds, improved power quality, and reduced mechanical stress [33].  

 Variable speed wind turbines are able to adjust their rotor speed based on wind speed and 

rated power of the generator through means such as pitching the blades or by adjusting the 

generator torque. Variable speed wind turbines can also be divided into two types based on the 

generator used. A Type-3 wind turbine is characterized by the use of a Doubly Fed Induction 

Generator (DFIG) that contains a multistage gearbox and a back to back partially rated power 

electronic converter in the rotor circuit [30]. Type-4 wind turbines utilize a Direct Drive 
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Synchronous Generator (DDSG) with a full scale back-to-back power electronics converter due 

to the elimination of the gearbox [30]. Here, the basic division between different types of wind 

turbines has been established, but not expanded on. This work will focus on the operation and 

control of Type-3 wind turbines, thus, leaving further explanation on other wind turbine types 

beyond the scope of this work. 

 

2.2 WIND TURBINE AERODYNAMICS 
 

 The purpose of a wind turbine is to capture the kinetic energy contained in the wind and 

convert it into electrical energy. To derive the equation for the amount of power the turbine is 

able to extract from the wind we begin with the equation for the kinetic energy contained in wind 

[34, 35]. This is shown in equation (1): 

 𝐾𝐸 =  
1

2
𝑚𝑣2                                                                                                     (1) 

The kinetic energy equation must be fleshed out to incorporate the volume of wind traveling 

through the swept area of the rotor blades. The power of moving air is represented in terms of the 

mass flow rate �̇�, the velocity of the wind entering the blades 𝑉, and the velocity of the wind 

exiting the blades, 𝑉0 [36]. 

 𝑃 =  
1

2
𝑚(̇ 𝑉2 − 𝑉0

2)                                                                                          (2) 

The mass flow rate is given by Equation (3), where 𝜌 is the density of air and 𝐴 is the area swept 

by the rotor blades: 

 𝑚 ̇ =  𝜌𝐴(
𝑉+𝑉0

2
)                                                                                                 (3) 

Combining Equation (2) and (3) will give an expression for the power that is captured by the 

rotor: 
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𝑃 =  
1

2
(𝜌𝐴(

𝑉+𝑉0

2
))(𝑉2 − 𝑉0

2)                                                                                          (4) 

The terms in Equation (4) can be rearranged to describe the efficiency of the rotor given by 

Equation (5): 

𝐶𝑝  =  
(1+

𝑉0
𝑉

)+(1−(
𝑉0
𝑉2

2
)

2
                                                                                                       (5) 

The term 𝐶𝑝 is called the power coefficient and describes the fraction of the wind energy 

extracted by the wind turbine [36]. The reasoning behind defining this parameter is due to the 

fact that the wind turbine rotor cannot extract all of the energy from the wind stream, as this 

would require the wind to become stationary on the downwind side of the rotor. Equation (5) 

may be a good qualitative way to think about the amount of power extracted from the wind but 

an alternate definition based on blade theory and momentum theory will relate the power 

captured by the turbine to actual turbine parameters. The power coefficient can be described as a 

function of the blade pitch angle β, and by the tip speed ratio 𝜆. The tip speed ratio is the ratio of 

the tangential speed of the tip of the blade to the wind speed, given by: 

𝜆 =  
𝜔𝑟𝑅

𝑉
                                                                                                                           (6) 

Where 𝜔𝑟 is the angular speed of the wind turbine rotor and 𝑅 is the radius of the turbine (blade 

length) [37].  Now the power coefficient can be described as a function of blade pitch and tip 

speed ratio: 

𝐶𝑝(𝜆, β)  =  𝑐1(
𝑐2

𝜆𝑖
− 𝑐3β − 𝑐4)𝑒

−𝑐5
𝜆𝑖 + 𝑐6𝜆                                                                        (7) 

and [37] 

1

𝜆𝑖
 =  

1

𝜆+0.08β
−

0.035

β3+1
                                                                                                         (8) 

The coefficients 𝑐1 thru 𝑐6 are given by 0.5176, 116, 0.4, 5, 21, and 0.0068, respectively [37]. 
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It can be seen that the rotor efficiency is highly non-linear and makes the entire system a non-

linear system. Tip speed ratio serves as a parameter for several curves that are dependent on the 

blade pitch angle seen in Fig. 4 below. 

 

Fig. 4: Rotor efficiency curves for different values of the blade pitch and tip speed ratio [36] 

 

Due to reasons mentioned above, the turbine cannot extract all the energy from the wind and the 

theoretical upper limit for rotor efficiency is the Betz Limit of  
16

27
 [38]. Given all this 

information, the above equations can be combined to give the total power captured by the turbine 

as: 
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𝑃 =  
1

2
𝜌𝐴𝑣3𝐶𝑝(𝜆, β)                                                                                           (9)  

         

2.3 REGIONS OF OPERATION 
 

 Wind turbine control can be separated into four main categories, as seen in Fig. 5. Region 

1 is simply when there is not enough wind power to turn the turbine until the “cut-in” wind speed 

is achieved, then the generator is turned on and starts producing power. Once the wind speeds are 

high enough (above the cut-in speed), the turbine is in Region 2. In this below rated region of 

operation the purpose is to maximize aerodynamic efficiency and capture as much energy as 

possible from the wind [14]. In Region 3 wind speeds are high enough to allow the generator to 

produce its maximum rated power. In this case the goal is to regulate the rotor speed through the 

use of pitch control and power control to keep the wind turbine at safe operating levels. Region 4 

is condition when the turbine shuts down due to high wind speeds to prevent damage to the 

turbine. In Fig. 5 the difference between the available power and the power extracted is due to 

the Betz limit mentioned previously. 

 

Fig. 5: Wind power, turbine power, and operating regions for an example 5 MW turbine [14] 
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2.4 DOUBLY FED INDUCTION GENERATOR 

  

 The aerodynamic torque captured by the blades is transferred to the hub, which connects 

the blades to a drivetrain and then a generator. Normally, the drivetrain includes a gearbox to 

scale rotational speed and torque to levels that are suitable for the generator configuration. 

However, in this work the drive train has been eliminated in favor of a single lumped mass 

model, meaning the mass from the wind turbine rotor and the mass from the generator are treated 

as a single mass [39]. For a full treatment and derivation of the drivetrain with a gearbox please 

see [40]. 

 A very important property that variable speed wind turbines should possess is to be able 

to provide a constant frequency output voltage from a variable speed system. A DFIG can have 

its rotor speed vary while still providing constant voltage and frequency [41]-[45]. This allows 

more flexibility in power conversion and also allows for better stability in frequency and voltage 

control in the power system. A DFIG consists of a wound rotor induction generator (WRIG) with 

the stator windings directly connected to the three-phase grid/load and the rotor windings 

connected to a back-to-back partially rated (20–30% rating) power converter [46]-[53]. Fig. 6 

shows how the power converter is connected to the grid and the generator as well as the power 

flow of the system as a whole. 
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Fig. 6: Schematic of a DFIG showing the power flow [54] 

 

 The power converter is essentially an AC/DC/AC converter that consists of two 

components: a rotor side converter (RSC) and a grid side converter (GSC). The RSC and GSC 

are voltage converters that use power electronic devices (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors) to 

create an AC voltage from a DC voltage. A coupling inductor is used to connect the GSC to the 

grid while a capacitor is connected to the DC side of the converter and acts as the DC voltage 

source. Slip rings and brushes connect the three-phase rotor windings to the RSC while the three-

phase stator winding is connected directly to the grid. The mechanical torque generated by the 

wind turbine is converted into electrical power by the induction generator and is then transmitted 

to the power grid by the stator and the rotor windings [50, 51]. 
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2.5 POWER SYSTEM FREQUENCY CONTROL 
 

 The frequency of a power system is an important parameter that must be kept in a tight 

range for the system to maintain efficiency and reliability. The power system in North America 

is divided in four different sectors, or interconnects, that can be thought of as being independent 

islanded networks that are frequency independent from each other [56]. Fig. 7 shows the 

domains of each interconnect. 

 

Fig. 7: North American Interconnects [56] 

 

 Each interconnect can be seen as a single large machine, with dispersed generation units 

that work together to meet the demand of supplying electricity to customers. The frequency of 

each interconnect system is determined by the combined rotational speeds of all the generating 

units within the interconnect. When the total generation in the interconnect exceeds the customer 

demand, this will tend to cause the frequency of the system to rise above the nominal value, 

which  is 60 Hz in North America [57]. In a contrary manner, when the total generation is not 
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high enough to meet customer demands the frequency will tend to drop below nominal. Fig. 8 

gives a good intuition of this idea by imagining that generation and demand are on opposite sides 

of a scale that need to be balanced.  

 

Fig. 8: Balancing supply and demand to maintain system frequency [56] 

 

 Due to this need for balance, power system operators need controllable generation that 

will react to any imbalances in the system. The control actions used to control the system 

frequency are typically applied in different time frames. Table 1 describes the different control 

regimes with the rows corresponding to classifications on how the generation and load should 

respond and the appropriate time fames in which these responses should take place. 
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Table 1: Control Regimes showing the time frames in which they act [56] 

 

Due to the decoupled nature of wind turbines, their impact on the system frequency is most 

noticeable in the first few seconds of an under frequency event. In light of this fact, the work 

presented here will focus on the primary control regime. 

 Primary control relates to the responses of the generation units, including generator 

governors, which stabilize the system frequency whenever there is a change in the load/demand 

balance. Primary Control is provided in the first few seconds following a frequency change and 

is continued until it is replaced by the secondary control, also commonly known as Automatic 

Generation Control (AGC). In large part primary frequency control is provided by generators 

adjusting their power production through the use of generator governors. Governors operate in 

the timeframe of milliseconds to seconds and they protect from the effects of over frequency 

events, but their major benefit comes from protecting the system when frequency has dropped 

too low, especially in cases where loss of generation causes sudden decreases in system 

frequency [58].  This is done by allowing the governor to constantly regulate the amount of 

mechanical input energy to the shaft of the electric generator. The amount of regulation provided 

is called the slope or droop, and is measured in percent of frequency change to cause maximum 

power from the generator to be applied against the frequency error. It is important to realize the 

limitations of governors as well. While most generators can easily reduce their output in 

response to their governor’s actions, increasing output is more problematic. This is due to the 

fact that generating units may already be near the top of their output capability. When low 
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frequencies cause generator governors to request more output, if there is no headroom (spinning 

reserve) available on a generator’s output, the governor will be able to do little to increase its 

output and help stabilize low frequencies back to nominal [58, 59]. Fig. 9 shows a typical 

frequency response of the primary control action on a power system after a loss of generation 

event. Please see [56] for a more detailed description of the standards and norms for frequency 

regulation. 

 

Fig. 9: Primary Frequency response due to loss of generation [56] 

 

 There are three important factors to consider when examining the frequency response of a 

power system. The first is the Rate of Change of Frequency (RoCoF), which describes the rate 

(how fast) the frequency is declining and should not be above certain limits due to the fact that 

very rapid changes in the frequency will be highly stressful on the mechanical components of the 

generating units [60]. Second is the Frequency Nadir, which is the lowest value that the 

frequency reaches before it begins to recover, and can be seen as point C in Fig. 9. Lastly, the 

Settling Frequency is the frequency at which the frequency stabilizes due to the primary 

frequency control, and is seen as point B in Fig. 9. Notice that during primary frequency control 

the frequency is not brought back to nominal, but tends to settle somewhere below nominal. This 

is normal for this particular control regime which typically last only 10-60 seconds. After this 
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timeframe the secondary control (AGC) is activated to bring the system frequency back to 

nominal; this can be seen in Fig. 10. Note that the differences in typical timeframes for each 

control regime between Fig. 9 and 10 may not be exactly the same, but give a more general feel 

for the timeframes involved for each control regime. 

 

Fig. 10: Frequency response due to primary frequency control and AGC [61] 
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CHAPTER 3: ENABLING FREQUENCY REGULATION IN WIND 

TURBINES 

3.1 EXISTING PITCH CONTROL 
 

 During normal operation of a wind turbine there may be wind speeds that will cause the 

rotor to spin faster than its rated speed. The solution of being able to limit the speed of the turbine 

rotor is the addition of pitch control. The practical implications of this is when the available wind 

power is above the equipment rating, the blades are pitched (in other words the angle of attack is 

increased) away from zero degrees, this allows less wind to impact the turbine blades, thus, 

lowering the rotor speed and limiting the mechanical power delivered to the rotor, gearbox, and 

generator. This is typically achieved using a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller that takes the 

rotor speed compared to a reference speed as an error signal and outputs a command to pitch the 

blades should the wind speed become too high [62, 63]. Fig. 11 shows a block diagram that 

shows the control topology of the active power control portion of the wind turbine/generator 

system. 

 The two main blocks to note at this point are the Pitch Angle Controller, and the Pitch 

Angle Compensator, both of which are PI controllers. As can be seen the pitch angle controller 

takes a rotor speed error as an input and outputs a pitch command, as explained above. The input 

to the pitch angle compensator shows that electric power output (𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑑) is set to follow the 

dispatched power set-point (𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑙𝑓), and the purpose for this controller is to provide a 

supplemental pitch command that will cause the blades to pitch when the output power rises 

above the set-point [62, 63].  
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Fig. 11: Block diagram showing active power control portion of the wind turbine [62, 63] 

 

 In this configuration of having only a pitch controller and compensator, the pitch angle of 

the blades depends only on the rotor speed and power output. To make the pitch system 

responsive to frequency deviations, additional controllers must be incorporated. This type of 

controller is a two part controller that is shown in red in Fig. 11. 

 

3.2 GOVERNOR/DROOP CONTROL 
 

 To allow a frequency response in wind turbines, the solution presented here is to add a 

governing/droop like control to the pitch control system. In Fig. 11 this controller is labeled in 

red as “frequency control.” The proportional control structure show in Fig. 12, is designed to 

generate a supplemental power order 𝑃𝐹𝐶 . The dead-band serves two purposes: it stops the 

controller from acting on small fluctuations in the frequency that is noise as well as making the 
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controller unresponsive to over frequency events, which is less problematic when wind power is 

connected to the system [62, 63]. 

 

Fig. 12: Proportional governor/droop control to enable a frequency response in wind turbines 

[62, 63] 

 

 The controller itself is quite simple; only consisting of a proportional parameter that takes 

a frequency error as an input. The frequency error is a comparison between the actual grid 

frequency and the reference frequency (60 Hz in North America). The value of the proportional 

coefficient will determine how strongly the controller will participate in frequency regulation. It 

is important that the output of this controller be summed with the error that is the input to the 

pitch compensator. Adding the output of this controller to any other point in Fig. 11 will cause 

the integrators in the other PI controller blocks to cancel out the effects of the proposed governor 

controller in steady state [62, 63]. Summing the supplemental power order generated by this 

controller to the input of the pitch compensator will guarantee modifications in the power 

captured by the wind turbine by supplying a higher power order. The main effect this controller 

has on the frequency response of the system is improving the settling frequency, and it does offer 

some small benefit in improving the frequency nadir [63]. 
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3.3 TRANSIENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE CONTROLLER 
 

 To improve the frequency nadir (and RoCoF) of the system, it is prudent to add a 

transient frequency response controller that will not interfere with any of the existing controllers. 

The idea is to introduce a rate control which will respond quickly to frequency variation. In this 

vein, the control structure called WindINERTIA control developed by GE for their Type-3 wind 

turbines is shown in Fig. 13. 

 

Fig. 13: WindINERTIA Transient Frequency Response Controller [62, 63] 

 

 This controller structure also takes a frequency error as an input and the dead-band serves 

the same purpose as in the governing control. This controller is also a simple proportional 

controller but also features a low-pass filter and a washout filter; the washout filter is the main 

ingredient that allows the passage of only transient inputs. The special structure of a washout 

filter allows it to act as a high-pass filter that will reject steady-state inputs while passing only 

transient inputs [64], meaning in steady-state this controller will be inactive. The value of the 

proportional coefficient will determine how strongly the controller will participate in frequency 

regulation. With this information, it is appropriate to add this control signal to the injection point 

as shown in Fig. 11, because in this configuration the WTG will boost its power output 

immediately during an under frequency event. 
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CHAPTER 4: SIMULATION 

4.1 KRK TEST SYSTEM 
 

 The Klein-Rogers-Kunder (KRK) is a simple test power system that was developed to 

study low frequency inter-area oscillations [65, 66]. The system consists of two identical areas 

connected through a relatively weak tie line. Each area includes two generating units with equal 

power outputs and the power production in each area equals the load, shown in Fig. 14. The 

numbers above each line in Fig. 14 indicate the tie-line impedance. Even though the system is 

small and simple the authors of [66] state that conclusions drawn from their work apply well to 

large, more complicated systems. The simplicity and accuracy of the model makes it ideal for 

simulation. The full symmetry of the system also makes it very useful for studying how wind 

penetration affects the frequency response. 

 

Fig. 14: Original KRK Test System [66] 

 In order to test how wind penetration affects the frequency response the system is 

modified slightly by adding a small generator in the middle of the transfer path between the two 

areas, shown in Fig. 15. This will allow for a loss of generation event, by tripping the generator 

that will cause the frequency to decline. Due to its location, tripping the generator will not excite 
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any inter area modes [66, 67] and there will be no power transfer between the two areas due to 

the equal balance of generation and load (demand) in each area. 

 

Fig. 15: Modified KRK system with a small generator in the center of the transfer path [67] 

 

4.2 KRK IMPLEMENTATION IN SIMULINK 
 

 In this work Matlab/Simulink© was the software of choice used as the platform for 

simulation of the system. This choice was driven by a number of factors, the main being that 

Simulink© is a physical modeling environment that includes a large number of highly detailed 

components found in power systems. Most of the component blocks that were used came from 

the Simscape Power Systems Toolbox [68]. Matlab/Simulink© also has powerful features that 

allow for flexible controller design and analysis. This section will describe the actual 

implementation of the KRK system in Simulink© and the reader is referred to the documentation 

provided by MathWorks [69] for a full description on how each block is precisely modeled. 

 Fig. 16 shows the top level view of how the KRK system is implemented in Simulink©. 

Each colored box is a subsystem that contains the necessary components for each area. 
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Fig. 16: Top level KRK system in Simulink© 

 

It is important to note that Area 3 is the added small generator that is in the center of the 

transfer path, and is able to be tripped through the use of a breaker. The complete specifications 

used for the KRK system such as tie line length/impedance, system voltage etc. were 

implemented as described in [65], and for brevity the specifications and parameters used for each 

block in the simulation are detailed in Appendix A.  

 Fig. 17 shows Area 1 of the simulation. The generators are 3-phase synchronous 

machines that are modeled with IEEE type 1 synchronous machine voltage regulator combined 

with an exciter as well as having a tandem-compound steam prime mover system, including 

speed regulator, steam turbine, shaft, and a power system stabilizer (PSS) [69]. Each generator is 

connected to a 20kV/230kV step up transformer that is fed into the tie-lines. The load is modeled 

as a constant impedance load with capacitor banks in parallel for power factor correction that 
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will allow for a better voltage profile [65]. The tie-lines are three-phase and modeled using the pi 

model. 

 

Fig. 17: KRK Area 1 in Simulink© 

 

 For the sake of comparison there will be two different versions of the simulation: the 

original, in which Area 1 and Area 2 are identical, and a modified version in which one of the 

generators in Area 2 is replaced by a wind turbine of the same rating. Fig. 18 shows how Area 2 

is modified to include a wind turbine and Fig. 19 shows how the small generator is connected to 

the system. Table 2 shows the load and power generation specifications; note that the amount of 

generation appears slightly higher than the load. This is done to make up for system losses and 

allows for the balance of generation/load in each area. 
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Fig. 18: KRK Area 2 in Simulink© with a Wind Turbine 

 

 

Fig. 19: Addition of a small generator in Simulink© 
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Table 2: Test System Generation and Load Parameters 

 Power (MW) Reactive Power (MVAR) 

Area 1: Gen 1 20 X 

Area 1: Gen 2 20 X 

Area 2: Gen 1 20 X 

Area 2: Gen 2 20 X 

Area 3: Gen 1 3 X 

Load: Area 1 38.5 -2.87 

Load: Area 2 38.5 -2.87 

 

 

4.3 TYPE-3 WIND TURBINE IMPLEMENTATION IN SIMULINK 
 

 The block in Simulink© that is used to simulate the wind turbine/generator system is 

called “Wind Turbine Doubly-Fed Induction Generator (Phasor Type).” It has three inputs 

consisting of a wind speed, trip signal, and three-phase grid connection. There are three different 

modeling options for simulating the wind turbine system: detailed, average, and phasor model. 

The detailed and average models are suitable for observing harmonics and control system 

dynamics over relatively short periods of times from hundreds of milliseconds to about one 

second [69]. This is due to the discreet nature of the simulations with small time steps. The 

phasor model is a continuous time simulation and is better suited to simulate the low frequency 

electromechanical oscillations over long periods of time from tens of seconds to minutes [69]. In 

the phasor simulation method, the sinusoidal voltages and currents are replaced by phasor 
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quantities (complex numbers). The phasor model is used in this study due to the fact that the 

timeframe of the primary frequency regime is on the order of 60 seconds.  

 

Fig. 20: Subsystems of the wind turbine phasor model 

 

 The wind turbine block is made up of a number of subsystems shown in Fig. 20. The top 

portion of Fig. 20 models the system’s connection to the grid. The green block takes the wind 

speed, pitch angle, and rotor speed as inputs and calculates the power extracted from the wind as 

described in the Wind Turbine Aerodynamics section. It then converts the power to a torque and 

inputs this signal into the block labeled “Generator & Converters.”  
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 This Generators & Converters block also has a number of subsystems as shown in Fig. 

21. The yellow block is a phasor model of the asynchronous machine that takes grid voltages a 

rotor control signal as an input and calculates the output stator currents and the electrical torque. 

 

Fig. 21: Sub systems in the “Generator & Converters” block 

 

The “Grid-side converter currents & Converter power” block models the partially rated power 

converter by taking control voltages as inputs and calculates the grid converter currents. It also 

calculates the converter power and sends the signal to the “DC Bus model” which models how 

the capacitor acts as a DC bus for the AC/DC/AC converter. The large green block is simply a 

data acquisition block for use in seeing the appropriate output signals of the wind turbine. The 
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final large blue block is the “Control” block and this block provides the control signals to the 

system.  

 The subsystems of the Control block is shown in Fig. 22. The “wind_dfig_grid” block   is 

the control system for the grid-side converter system. This block contains a current regulator that 

is controlled by a PI controller. 

 

 

Fig. 22: Subsystem in the “Control” block 

 

The “wind_dfig_rotor” block is the control system for the rotor-side converter system. It consists 

of a voltage regulator, reactive power regulator, and power regulator all controlled by PI 
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controllers. This block has also been modified to output the dispatched power set-point to be 

used for the pitch compensator. Fig. 23 shows the implementation of the pitch control system. As 

can be seen the pitch system contains a pitch controller, pitch compensator, and the two part 

frequency sensitive controller which takes a frequency error as an input. This implementation 

matches what is outlined in Fig. 11. 

 

 

Fig. 23: Implemented Pitch Control System 

 

 Initial conditions are generated and loaded into the Matlab© workspace so that the 

Simulink© model starts in steady state with minimal transients due to the system having to 

“starting up”. Even when using an initial state vector there is a very brief transient in the first two 

seconds of the simulation. To prevent the pitch controllers from acting on this transient the 
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controllers were designed as so called “enabled” controllers; which essentially means a signal is 

sent to the controller after the transients have passed to tell the controller to turn on. Underneath 

all of the enabled subsystem blocks is simply the P or PI controller. Each of the PI controllers is 

using anti-wind-up back-calculation methods and saturation limits, and the two filters associated 

with the WindINERTIA controller are modeled using transfer function blocks (Appendix A.8). 

 During the loss of generation event, the tripping of the small generator equates to a loss 

of about 3.6% of total generation. The loss of generation event takes place at 100 seconds into 

the simulation. The reason for this is because of the pesky transients at the very start of the 

simulation. Even though the transients are very brief, they are large. Making the pitch controls 

“enabled” helped to mitigate this problem but this solution would be troublesome to implement 

on the rest of the controls already designed into the Simulink© wind turbine model. At 100 

seconds the system is truly in steady state and can then be disturbed by the loss of generation 

event. 

 

4.4 NEED FOR CONTROLLER PARAMETER TUNING 
 

 Controller tuning refers to the selection of control parameters (PI coefficients) to ensure 

the best response of the controller. Choosing parameters that are too slow will cause the response 

of the system to be slow and sluggish, the controller will not handle upsets, and it will take too 

long to reach the set-point. However, choosing parameters that are too aggressive can cause the 

system to overshoot the set-point and/or become unstable [70]. The addition of the frequency 

sensitive controllers will change the dynamics of the system. In effect this means that even if the 

pitch controller and compensator were tuned to their ideal values prior to the addition of the 

frequency controllers, they will have to be re-tuned due to the change in system dynamics [70, 
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71]. The addition of the controllers will tend to push the system closer to instability, so careful 

selection of the parameter values must be ensured. 

 Due to the widespread industrial use of PID controllers there are several tuning 

techniques that are widely used such as Zeigler-Nichols, manual tuning, root locus analysis, etc. 

These techniques are useful because they are based on linear analysis methods which are very 

mature mathematically and can be applied easily to simple systems [70]. The drawbacks to the 

linear analysis method are that the system (plant) must be linearized in order to apply linear 

analysis techniques. If the equations describing the system are highly non-linear then the act of 

linearizing the system will cause much of the dynamics associated with the non-linear system to 

be lost. The Simulink© model that has been developed is a very non-linear and high fidelity 

simulation with many rich, interacting dynamics that will all be lost if linearized. In order to tune 

the parameters of the pitch control system without first linearizing the system other tuning 

methods outside the domain of linear analysis are needed. 

 

4.5 GENETIC ALGORITHM 
 

 Parameter tuning can be framed in the context of an optimization problem, because this 

is, in essence, what we are trying to achieve: find an optimal set of control parameters that will 

minimize some operating criteria. Due to the high non-linearity of the system, heuristic 

optimization algorithms were considered. 

 The algorithm that was chosen is the Genetic Algorithm (GA). The reason this particular 

algorithm was chosen is because of its ability to efficiently approach global minimum in high 

dimensional search spaces. This algorithm can solve both constrained and unconstrained 

optimization problems and is based on natural selection, which is the driving force behind 
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biological evolution [72, 73]. The genetic algorithm iteratively modifies a population of initially 

randomly generated individual solution. At each iteration the genetic algorithm uses a weighted 

random selection mechanism to choose individuals from the current population to be parents and 

uses them to produce the children for the next generation. Over successive iterations, the 

population "evolves" toward an optimal solution. The genetic algorithm can be used to solve 

many optimization problems that are not well suited for standard optimization algorithms, such 

as problems in which the objective function is stochastic or highly nonlinear [72-74]. 

 In general the genetic algorithm uses three different rules to determine how the current 

population will evolve: selection rules, cross-over (mating) rules, and mutation rules. The 

selection rules choose the “chromosomes” (parents) in the population that will contribute to the 

population of the next generation. The mating rules determine how two chromosomes form 

children for the next generation. Finally, the mutation rules apply random mutations (changes) to 

chromosomes to form children for the next generation [72, 73]. 

 Fig. 24 shows a visual interpretation of how all these terms are organized. In this work 

each gene in each chromosome is one parameter value that needs to be tuned. Each chromosome 

has eight parameters (genes): a proportional and integral parameter for each the pitch controller 

and compensator (four parameters), a proportional parameter for the governing/droop control 

(one parameter), a proportional parameter for WindINERTIA (one parameter), and a time 

constant parameter for each the low pass and washout filter in the WindINERTIA controller (two 

parameters). Fig. 24 also shows two how two chromosomes may perform a cross-over. 
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Fig. 24: Visual representation of a gene, chromosome and population, also showing cross-over 

[75] 

 

4.6 IMPLEMENTING THE GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR CONTROLLER PARAMETER 

TUNING 
 

 The genetic algorithm code that is used in this work has been tailored to accommodate a 

range of parameter values to be chosen as well as functionality that allows the genetic algorithm 

code written in Matlab© to interface and communicate with the Simulink© model. To see the 

full implementation of the code please see Appendix B. 

  The main body of the algorithm is contained in the GPid_con.m file. It first asks for user 

input to determine number of iterations (generations), population size, mutation rate, etc. as well 

as asking for a high and low value of each parameter. The high and low values for each 

parameter were determined by using a trial and error process: if the parameter ranges were set 

too high, instability manifests itself as uncontrolled oscillations in the response of the system. 

The parameters used for the inputs to the algorithm for each successful run are detailed in 

Appendix C as well as the solution and the associated optimal parameters. 
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 Next, the algorithm generates a matrix of randomly generated chromosomes with each of 

the parameters (genes) being within their respective high and low limits designated by the user. 

After generating the initial population the Simulink© model and its corresponding initial 

conditions are loaded into memory. The initial condition were generated to ensure that the model 

starts in steady state, so the controllers will not act on any transients that may result should the 

system not start in steady state. 

 Now the code enters the main loop whose function is to modify and create each new 

generation of chromosomes at each iteration (generation). The first thing that happens is the 

algorithm calls a function named “costfunction.m.” This function is also a loop that computes the 

cost associated with each chromosome. It is prudent at this point to define the cost function that 

is used. In this optimization problem it is desirable to minimize the error that is being input into 

each controller, and it is by this metric that the cost function will be designed around. The 

Integral Squared Error (ISE) performance metric is used to build the cost function. In 

mathematical terms the cost function that needs to be minimized in this work is of the form: 

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐽 =  ∫ 𝑒1
2(𝑡) + 𝑒2

2(𝑡) + 2𝑒3
2(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

𝑡

0
                                                              (10) 

 

Where 𝐽 is the cost function and 𝑒1(𝑡), 𝑒2(𝑡), and 𝑒3(𝑡) are the input errors into the pitch 

controller, pitch compensator, and both parts of the frequency controller respectively. The reason 

for the double weighting of 𝑒3(𝑡) is because this particular error signal is the same signal that is 

being input into both parts of the proposed frequency controllers, therefore it makes sense to 

weight this signal doubly in order to make the algorithm more sensitive to minimizing this 

particular error signal. 
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 During each iteration of the costfuntion.m loop each parameter of a single chromosome is 

assigned a variable name and using this variable name they are set as the actual parameter values 

for the controllers in Simulink©. Next the code runs the Simulink© model using the parameters 

set by the algorithm. The simulation has been designed so that as it runs the errors from the 

controllers are being summed and squared as in Equation 10. Once the simulation is complete, it 

outputs a time series vector of values to the Matlab© workspace. The code then integrates the 

ISE signal and sets this value equal to a cost that is associated with this particular chromosome 

(set of parameters). This loop will find the cost associated with each chromosome in the 

population and stores these values in a vector.  

 Now, the algorithm sorts the chromosomes by putting the ones with the lowest associated 

cost (best performing) at the top, the best performing chromosomes have a higher probability of 

surviving and passing on their genes. The algorithm calls the “pairing.m” function which is an 

implementation of selection rules that uses a top-down probability option to select the 

chromosomes that will contribute to the population at the next generation. Now that the 

appropriate chromosomes have been chosen the “matecon.m” function is called. This function 

takes the selected chromosomes and applies crossover (mating) rules to produce “children” that 

will replace some of the underperforming chromosomes in the initial population. Finally, the 

main loop calls the “mutatecon.m” function. This function is a loop that randomly selects 

parameters and randomly changes or “mutates” them to different values that are within their 

associated range. This is the end of one iteration (generation) of the main loop. The total number 

of times that the algorithm actually runs the Simulink© simulation is the number of iterations 

(100 in this work) multiplied by the population size for the initial generation (96 in this work). 

So for one run of the Genetic Algorithm in this work, the Simulink© simulation runs 9600 times, 
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resulting in a simulation time of about 12 – 16 hours. The number of times the Simulink© model 

is run is the cause for such a long simulation time.  As the main loop iterates and “evolves”, the 

cost associated with the best chromosome plotted against the generation number should be a 

monotonically decreasing function if the algorithm is functioning correctly. To see the genetic 

algorithm codes in their entirety please see Appendix B. 

 

4.7 CASE STUDIES 
 

  In order to observe how wind penetration affects the system and how well the controllers 

perform, they need to be compared to different cases. The base case is simply the KRK system 

with no wind generation. In the next three cases, a wind turbine of the same rating will replace 

one of the generators in area 2; this represents 25% wind penetration in the system. The three 

cases with wind penetration to be compared are: the wind turbine with pitch controller + pitch 

compensator, the wind turbine with pitch controller + pitch compensator + governing/droop 

control, and finally the wind turbine with pitch controller + pitch compensator + 

governing/droop control + WindINERTIA. The Genetic Algorithm is then run for each case that 

contains the wind turbine, meaning that the first, second, and third cases that contain wind 

penetration will have four, five, and eight, parameters, respectively, that need to be tuned. The 

solution (minimum) that the algorithm finds along with the associated optimal parameters can be 

found in Appendix C. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

5.1 FREQUENCY RESPONSE & BLADE PITCH 
 

 When the Genetic Algorithm has run its course, optimal parameter values are generated. 

Using these generated parameters, various aspects of system performance are evaluated. First 

and foremost, is to inspect how the system frequency responds to a loss of generation event as 

shown in Fig. 25, while Table 3 documents the important frequency response characteristics. It 

can be immediately seen that the addition of wind does indeed negatively impact all three 

frequency response characteristics; most noticeably when there are no frequency sensitive 

controllers present. The addition of the droop (governing) controller shows a large gain in the 

settling frequency, so much so that it is only slightly less than the case with no wind generation. 

This controller can also be seen to improve the frequency nadir and RoCoF.  

 The addition of the WindINERTIA control makes a very small (almost negligible) impact 

on the settling frequency, but its main purpose is achieved by making further gains on improving 

the frequency nadir and RoCoF.  It should be noted, however, that while the addition of the 

frequency sensitive controllers is better in all three aspects compared to not having these 

controllers in the wind turbine, the frequency nadir and RoCoF is still considerably poor 

compared to the case with no wind generation. 
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Fig. 25: Frequency Response of the system with 13 m/s wind speed 

 

 

Table 3: Frequency Response Characteristics at wind speed 13m/s 

Case Freq. Nadir (Hz) Settling Freq. (Hz) RoCoF (Hz/s) 

No Wind 59.9086 59.9666 -0.0687 

Pitch+Comp 59.7505 59.9287 -0.1511 

Pitch+Comp+Droop 59.7789 59.9634 -0.1430 

Pitch+Comp+Droop+WindI. 59.8209 59.9655 -0.1344 
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 Since these additional controllers modify the existing pitch control system, it is important 

we inspect how the pitch angle of the blades changes during an under frequency event, as shown 

in Fig. 26. When the frequency sensitive controllers are not present, it can be seen that the pitch 

of the blades remains relatively undisturbed, except for some small fluctuations that come from 

the pitch compensator detecting small fluctuations in the power set-point due to the other 

generating units having to pick up the extra generation. With the addition of the frequency 

sensitive controllers, two important aspects of the controller can be seen: de-loading prior to a 

frequency deviation, and pitch modification during a frequency deviation. In steady state, before 

the loss of generation event happens, the pitch angle of the blade is kept a few degrees higher 

when the frequency sensitive controllers are implemented.  

 

Fig. 26: Blade Pitch Angle after Loss of Generation Event with 13 m/s wind speed 
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 The implications of this is that the wind turbine is producing less power before the loss of 

generation event but has a larger amount of power headroom (spinning reserve) to contribute to 

the system should there be a loss of generation event. In this manner, it is seen that the proposed 

controllers do indeed de-load the wind turbine’s power output by modifying the pitch of the 

blade. When the loss of generation event does take place, the frequency of the system begins to 

decline and the frequency sensitive controllers respond by pitching the blades toward the wind 

which will increase the rotor speed and power output. During the loss of generation event the 

blades quickly pitch (10 degrees/sec slew rate [39]) to produce more power and the system 

frequency reaches a steady state value relatively quickly with few oscillations that are not large 

in magnitude. It can be seen that when introducing the WindINERTIA controller the overshoot 

of the pitch before reaching steady state is reduced. This is due to the fact that genetic algorithm 

chose parameter values that were slightly more aggressive in the case without WindINERTIA in 

order to minimize the input errors into the controllers. An interesting observation to note is that 

at around 145 seconds for the case without WindINERITA and at about 165 seconds for the case 

with WindINERTIA, the pitch seems to spike upwards and settle at a value slightly higher than 

what the pitch seemed to be asymptotically approaching in the time frame of about 110 – 140 

seconds. This anomaly will be explained shortly (see Fig. 29). 

 It is also of interest to see what the frequency response of the system looks like when the 

wind speed is increased from 13 m/s to 15 m/s. The idea is that when there is more available 

wind power the wind turbine will be able to provide more power head room thus increasing the 

turbine’s capability for providing frequency regulation. The frequency response of the system to 

a loss of generation event with a wind speed of 15 m/s is shown in Fig. 27. It was expected that 

the frequency nadir and RoCoF would be improved by increasing the wind speed, due to reasons 
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mentioned above, but by comparing Fig. 25 and 27 it can be seen that the frequency responses 

are exactly the same! After a bit of thought, this seems to make sense, because even though the 

power head room is increased by having more available wind energy, the controller parameters 

are still fixed and respond at the same rate and still have the same dynamical response. While 

increasing the head room does not appear to affect how the wind turbine improves frequency 

stability, there is a benefit of increased headroom that can be deduced by looking at the pitch of 

the blades. This is shown in Fig. 28. 

 

 

Fig. 27: Frequency Response of the system with 15 m/s wind speed 
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Fig. 28: Blade Pitch Angle after Loss of Generation Event with 15 m/s wind speed 

  

 The benefit in having this increased head room after the under frequency event comes 

from the fact that after a frequency deviation, once the pitch angle has settled to a steady-state 

value, that value will determine the amount of power headroom available. By comparing Fig. 26 

and 28 it can be see that when there is more available wind power the pitch of the blades settles 

at a higher steady state-value after the under frequency event has occurred. This higher blade 

pitch angle, in essence, indicates that there is more available power head room for any further 

under frequency events that may occur in the future.  
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5.2 BACK TO DE-LOADED MODE 
 

As mentioned earlier, a strange anomaly occurs: at around 145 seconds for the case 

without WindINERITA, and at about 160 seconds for the case with WindINERTIA, the pitch 

seems to spike upwards and settle at a value slightly higher than what the pitch seemed to be 

asymptotically approaching in the time frame of about 110 – 140 seconds. By inspecting Fig. 29 

some conclusion can be drawn. In Fig. 29 the rotor speed is being compared to the blade pitch 

angle in the case where all controllers are present and at a wind speed of 15 m/s. Recall that the 

input to the pitch controller in an error signal that is generated by comparing the actual rotor 

speed to the speed reference value, which is 1.2 p.u. in this work (Appendix A.5). In Fig. 29 it 

can be seen that when the rotor speed reaches a speed of 1.2 p.u. the pitch control system will 

take action and not allow the rotor speed to exceed 1.2 p.u. In the case where the frequency 

controllers are not present, the rotor speed will stay at a constant 1.2 p.u. in order to produce the 

maximum amount of power. In the case where the frequency sensitive controllers are present, 

once the rotor speed reaches the reference value of 1.2 p.u. the frequency sensitive controllers 

have the effect of pitching the blades back to set the wind turbine back into its de-loaded mode. 

It is also interesting to note that the rate at which the rotor speed approaches its reference value is 

on the order of the time frame that the primary frequency regime acts in, which is roughly 10 – 

60 seconds after an under frequency event. This type of behavior is actually very advantageous 

due to the fact that once the primary frequency regime is over the AGC (secondary control) takes 

over to restore the frequency to nominal, while the wind turbine is setting itself back to a de-

loaded mode. The effect of the wind turbine coming back into the de-loaded mode can also be 

seen in the frequency responses of Fig. 25 and 27. At the instance of time that the turbine starts 

to enter its de-loaded mode, the frequency of the system can be seen to dip slightly. This is due 
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to the fact that the wind turbine is producing less power (generation) thus lowering the settling 

frequency slightly. In Table 3 the settling frequency values for the case with and without 

WindINERTIA are actually the values for when after the turbine starts to go into its de-loaded 

mode again. So, if the settling frequency was determined before this happened it would actually 

show improvement over the case with no wind generation.   

 Given that the pitching of the blades due to a loss of generation event changes the amount 

of power generated by the wind turbine, it is of interest to inspect how the wind turbine output 

power compares to the output power of conventional generating units. 

 

Fig. 29: Rotor Speed vs. Blade pitch with all controls at 15 m/s wind speed 
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5.3 POWER OUTPUT 
 

Fig. 30 and 31 show the power output of the conventional generating units and the wind 

turbine without and with the addition of both parts of the frequency sensitive controller, 

respectively. By observing Fig. 30, it can be seen that before the loss of generation event all the 

generators, including the wind turbine, are all producing the proper (and equal) amount of power 

to satisfy the load demands. Once the loss of generation event occurs, it can be seen that the wind 

turbine does not produce any additional power but instead simply keeps producing the maximum 

amount of power it can gather from the wind. Since the wind turbine does not pick up any of the 

extra generation, the other three conventional generation units pick up approximately 2 MW 

extra each.  
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Fig. 30: Power Outputs of the Wind Turbine and Conventional Generators: No Frequency 

Control at Wind Speed of 13 m/s 

 

Now looking at Fig. 31 -- the case where all the frequency sensitive controllers are 

implemented -- shows a different picture. The first thing to notice is that the wind turbine is only 

producing 18 MW of power compared to the 20 MW in the previous case. This is due to the fact 

that the wind turbine is acting in a de-loaded mode, so its power output is less than the power 

available in the wind. Due to this it can be see that the other generating units are picking up some 

of this slack. Once the loss of generation event occurs, the conventional generating units adjust 

their power as expected but the wind turbine also adjusts its power output to pick up some of the 

extra demand (power) needed. This is more evidence that the addition of the frequency sensitive 

controllers is performing as intended: in the 60 seconds that the primary frequency control is 
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taking place the outputs of the wind turbine and the conventional generating units approach the 

same power output, that is, until the wind turbine re-enters its de-loaded mode about 60 seconds 

after the loss of generation event. 

 

 

 

Fig. 31: Power Outputs of the Wind Turbine and Conventional Generators: All Controls at Wind 

Speed of 13 m/s 

 

 By inspecting Fig. 31 it can also be seen that in about the first few seconds after the loss 

of generation event the rate of power output is quite a bit higher than the rate of output power in 

the next 60 seconds or so. This is due to the action of the WindINERTIA controller. The output 

of the WindINERTIA controller is shown in Fig. 32. Examining this figure shows that once the 
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loss of generation event occurs the controller very briefly injects a considerable amount of power 

directly into the power output of the wind turbine. This brief injection of extra power is what 

causes the power output to increase rapidly for a brief period of time; this is the idea behind this 

controller being a rate control. The faster the wind turbine can initially inject power into the grid 

helps to improve the frequency nadir and RoCoF. Fig. 32 also shows that the washout filter that 

is present in the WindINERTIA controller is effective at passing only transient inputs. 

 

Fig. 32: Output of the WindINERTIA Controller 

 

5.4 GENETIC ALGORITHM BEHAVIOR 
 

 Now that it has been shown that the implementation of the frequency controllers perform 

as expected, how can it be known that the genetic algorithm actually found the optimal 
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parameters? By inspecting Fig. 33 some conclusions can be drawn. What Fig. 33 shows is a plot 

of the cost associated with the best chromosome (set of controller parameter values) of each 

generation (iteration) vs. that generation. The main clue that the algorithm is performing as 

intended is that the resulting plot is monotonically decreasing, this is important because this 

shows that the algorithm is always approaching a minimum value. The population may 

“stagnate” for several generations indicated by the straight horizontal lines, until after some time 

the algorithm “evolves” towards better solutions.  

 

Fig. 33: Output of a Genetic Algorithm run showing iterations (generations) vs. cost 

 

 In attempting to make sense of the value of the cost associated with each iteration, it can 

be thought of as follows: the algorithm is essentially searching through a nine-dimensional 

search space, with the first eight dimensions relating to the eight parameters needing to be 
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optimized; these eight parameters values form a surface in a nine-dimensional space where the 

minimum cost is the value on the surface in the 9th dimension. In a sense, the value of the cost is 

almost arbitrary due to the fact that this nine-dimensional surface is impossible to visualize and 

can have a minimum that is truly around the 30 value shown in Fig. 33. The important factor, 

however, is the fact that the cost is a monotonically decreasing function. 

 There are some drawbacks to the use of a genetic algorithm in this particular application.  

To know when the algorithm has reached a true optimum, the cost must stay at a steady-state 

value for a significant number of iterations. This was difficult to achieve in this work due to the 

fact that in order to run only 100 iterations, the algorithm the run time was on the order of 12 to 

16 hours. By looking at the sample Genetic Algorithm run in Fig. 33, it shows that the cost 

stagnates for about 10 generations before ending. In order to feel comfortable that the algorithm 

has found a true optimum it would be ideal for the simulation to run for several hundred more 

generations to truly see when the cost reaches its minimum value. Due to the extremely long 

simulation time for only 100 iterations, several hundred iterations were not attempted due to time 

and computer memory constraints. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 NOVELTIES & CONTRIBUTIONS 

 

 A majority of the material presented is not new; the proposed frequency controllers have 

been studied in [67, 76-77]. In all of the studies involving enabling frequency control of wind 

turbines, the systems have been studied through the use of linear analysis methods. A novel 

contribution of this work is the use of a high fidelity simulation that is studied using methods 

outside the realm of linear analysis by employing a Genetic Algorithm to tune the controller 

parameters. These particular controllers have never been attempted to be tuned through the use 

of a Genetic Algorithm, either in a linearized or non-linear system. While the Genetic algorithm 

has been used to tune controller parameters in wind turbine before [78-79] they are typically 

concerned on how the tuned parameters affect the wind turbine as an isolated system that is not 

connected to the grid. In other words, they are attempting to optimize the wind turbine as an 

isolated system rather that optimizing its response to certain events that occur in the power grid 

such as frequency deviations and faults. It was shown that it is indeed possible to study the 

frequency response of the power grid with high wind penetration levels, while not linearizing the 

system, and tuning the proposed pitch controllers with a Genetic Algorithm. 

 

6.2 FUTURE WORK & DRAWBACKS 
 

 Due to the flexible nature of Matlab/Simulink© development environment, this model 

can be easily modified and added on to in order to perform further investigation. For instance in 

this work only 25% wind penetration was tested and it would be interesting to see how the 

system responds with a higher level of wind penetration, up to 50%. With the addition of higher 
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wind penetration levels more realistic wind profiles could be used. In this work the wind speeds 

were of a constant value and by using realistic wind profiles modeled by the Weibull distribution 

[80] or by using real wind data, the properties of the controllers could be further studied.  

 Using the KRK system as a test system is advantageous for testing and tuning the 

controllers due to its simple nature and ability to accurately simulate frequency responses for 

large systems. Once the controllers are tuned in the KRK system the parameters can be applied 

to wind turbines that are replacing conventional generation units in more realistic systems such 

as the 39-bus, 10-machine New-England reduced system [81]. 

 As mentioned previously, only the parameters associated with the pitch control system 

were tuned while the other control system parameters (various power, voltage, and current 

regulators) in the wind turbine were left at a set value. The code would be simple enough to 

modify those in order to tune all of the control parameters associated with the wind turbine 

control. This would produce a truly optimal wind turbine control set up. In order to do this 

however, a more systematic way of choosing the appropriate high and low ranges for all the 

parameter values would be essential in order for the system to remain stable for all combination 

of parameter values. This implementation would work particularly well for the genetic algorithm 

due to its ability to search through high dimensional spaces of cost functions that can be highly 

non-linear and stochastic. Although, there is the drawback: in order to search such a large space 

many, many iterations of the algorithm would need to be run. With the simulation in its current 

state this could take on the time order of several days to a week to complete a single run. More 

computing power and perhaps fine tuning of the model to make it quicker and more efficient 

would help with the simulation time. 
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 While the controllers studied in this work were simple PI controllers (only Proportional 

control in the case of the frequency sensitive controllers) it would be interesting to see the effects 

of adding different types controllers such as neuro-fuzzy, state-space, neural network, etc. Other 

types of intelligent optimization algorithms can also be considered such as a particle swarm 

algorithm, simulated annealing, or ant colony optimization. These algorithms work in a similar 

manner to the Genetic Algorithm in the fact that they all emulate certain physical systems that 

naturally find their way to optimum values through some element of random chance. 

 In most work that focuses on controller design, the derivation and implementation of a 

working model is usually the most time consuming aspect. With the highly flexible design of the 

Simulink© model presented in this work there will be little work and time that needs to be 

expended on creating a dynamic model from scratch.  Since the model has been built and tested, 

the ability to expand and extend this work should be relatively simple. 
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APPENDIX A: SIMULINK© MODEL PARAMETERS 
 

 This appendix details the parameters used for all of the blocks in the Simulink© model. 

 

A.1 TRADITION GENERATING UNITS  

 

 All machines use the same parameters except for the generator in area 3 where the only 

difference is that the Active Power Generation is 3 MW. 
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A.2 TRADITIONAL GENERATION: TURBINE & REGULATORS 
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A.3 THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMERS 
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A.4 THREE-PHASE TRANSMISSION LINES 

 

 The parameters for each transmission line are equal except for the line length parameter, 

and the line impedance, which is different for different portions of the system, detailed in [65]. 
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A.5 ELECTRICAL LOAD 

 

 The loads in area 1 and area 2 are identical and they are modeled as a constant impedance 

load. 
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A.6 BREAKER 
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A.7 WIND TURBINE 
 

 The Pitch Angle Controller Gain parameter is set to a very small value; this is because 

removing the block from the wind turbine model would cause an error in the simulation. This 

was bypassed by setting the gain to a very small value and building a custom pitch controller to 

bypass the one designed into the model. 
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A.8 PITCH CONTROLLERS 
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APPENDIX B: GENETIC ALGORITHM CODE 
 

 This appendix details all of the code (.m files) used for implementing the Genetic 

Algorithm in Matlab/Simulink©. 

 

B.1 GPID_CON.M 

 
% ******************* GPid_con.m ******************** 
% 
%                           Version 1.0 
%                         June 25, 2000 
%                     Dr. Marco P. Schoen 
% ___________________________________________________ 
%                          Version 1.1 
%                         March 24, 2019 
%                     Shat C. Pratoomratana 
% 
%Version 1.1 Updates: 
% 
%--Added LO inputs for 8 parameters. 
%--Load Simulink Model and Initial Conditions 
%--Modified mutatecon.m to include all LO values 
%--Custom costfunction.m file that sets parameters and runs the Simulink 
%  model which outputs a time vector (cost function output) that is then  
%  integrated by the costfuntion.m file and then set as the cost for that  
%  particular set of parameters 
  
% 
% Toolbox for genetic programming. Code for continuous 
% genetic algorithm. 
  
tic %Start timer 
% Define Variables: 
maxiterations=input('Maximum Number of iterations: '); 
ipopsize=input('Population Size of Generation 0: '); 
popsize=input('Population Size for Generations 1 - end: '); 
%popsize=popsize*ipopsize; 
keep=input('Number of Chromosomes kept for mating: '); 
%keep=keep*popsize; 
pars=input('Total Number of parameters in a chromosome: '); 
mutaterate=input('Mutation rate: '); 
% Each Parameter can have and individual high value 
% in this case the low end can always be zero 
hi1=input('High end of parameter 1 value: ');  
hi2=input('High end of parameter 2 value: ');  
hi3=input('High end of parameter 3 value: ');  
hi4=input('High end of parameter 4 value: ');  
hi5=input('High end of parameter 5 value: ');  
hi6=input('High end of parameter 6 value: ');  
hi7=input('High end of parameter 7 value: ');  
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hi8=input('High end of parameter 8 value: '); 
lo1=input('Low end of parameter 1 value: '); 
lo2=input('Low end of parameter 2 value: '); 
lo3=input('Low end of parameter 3 value: '); 
lo4=input('Low end of parameter 4 value: '); 
lo5=input('Low end of parameter 5 value: ');  
lo6=input('Low end of parameter 6 value: '); 
lo7=input('Low end of parameter 7 value: '); 
lo8=input('Low end of parameter 8 value: '); 
   

  
op=1;%input('Probability options: 1. Top-Bottom 2.Random 3. Weigh-Rand. : '); 
  
% Create the initial population, evaluate costs, and sort 
CHROMOSOMES(:,1)=((hi1-lo1)*(rand(ipopsize,1)))+lo1; 
CHROMOSOMES(:,2)=((hi2-lo2)*(rand(ipopsize,1)))+lo2; 
CHROMOSOMES(:,3)=((hi3-lo3)*(rand(ipopsize,1)))+lo3; 
CHROMOSOMES(:,4)=((hi4-lo4)*(rand(ipopsize,1)))+lo4; 
CHROMOSOMES(:,5)=((hi5-lo5)*(rand(ipopsize,1)))+lo5; 
CHROMOSOMES(:,6)=((hi6-lo6)*(rand(ipopsize,1)))+lo6; 
CHROMOSOMES(:,7)=((hi7-lo7)*(rand(ipopsize,1)))+lo7; 
CHROMOSOMES(:,8)=((hi8-lo8)*(rand(ipopsize,1)))+lo8; 
% CHROMOSOMES will be a matrix of random numbers within hi - lo 
  
% Load Initial conditions into workspace so simulink model starts in Steady 
% state 
    load PCKWI_15ms_IC.mat 
    disp('Initial conditions loaded into workspace.') 
      
%  The name of the model is: 
    model = 'wt25small_PCKpfcWI15ms.slx'; 
    
%  Make sure the model is loaded in memory 
    open_system(model); 
    disp([model,' is loaded into memory.']) 
  
% Loop: 
gen=0;quit=0;w=1; 
h = waitbar(0,'Please wait...'); 
while (gen<maxiterations && (~quit)) 
   disp(['Generation...',num2str(w)]); 
   gen=gen+1; 
   cost=costfunction(CHROMOSOMES); 
   New=[cost,CHROMOSOMES]; 
   New2=sortrows(New,[1]); cost=New2(:,1);CHROMOSOMES=New2(:,2:pars+1); 
   mincost(gen)=min(cost); 
   meancost(gen)=mean(cost); 
   stdcost(gen)=std(cost); 
   % Pairing,Mating, and Mutation 
   %CHROMOSOMES=New2(1:popsize,2:3);cost=New2(1:popsize,1); 
   [Mom,Dad]=pairing(CHROMOSOMES,cost,keep,popsize,op); 
   CHROMOSOMES=matecon(Mom,Dad,CHROMOSOMES,keep,popsize,pars); 
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CHROMOSOMES=mutatecon(CHROMOSOMES,mutaterate,popsize,pars,hi1,hi2,hi3,hi4,hi5,hi6,hi7,hi8,lo1,lo2,lo

3,lo4,lo5,lo6,lo7,lo8); 
   % Check for Conversions 
   % if mincost(gen)< ... and/or meancost(gen) < ... and or stdcost(gen)< ...   quit=1 
   waitbar(gen/maxiterations); 
   w=w+1; 
end 
close(h); 
TopChrom=CHROMOSOMES(1,:) 
min(cost) 
plot(mincost) 
toc %Stop timer 
elapsedTime = toc; 
 

 

B.2 COSTFUNCTION.M 

 
function cost=costfunction(CHROMOSOMES) 
[row,col]=size(CHROMOSOMES); 
cost=zeros(row,1); 
k=1; 
model = 'wt25small_PCKpfcWI15ms'; 
for i=1:row 
   p1=CHROMOSOMES(i,1);%Kp for pitch controller 
   p2=CHROMOSOMES(i,2);%Ki for pitch controller 
   p3=CHROMOSOMES(i,3);%Kp for pitch compensator 
   p4=CHROMOSOMES(i,4);%Ki for pitch compensator 
   p5=CHROMOSOMES(i,5);%Kp frequency droop 
   p6=CHROMOSOMES(i,6);%Tlp time constant for WI low pass filter 
   p7=CHROMOSOMES(i,7);%Kp WindINERTIA 
   p8=CHROMOSOMES(i,8);%Two time constant for WI washout filter 
   
   % Save parameter values to workspace because simulink can only 
   % read them from there using the set_param function 
   assignin('base','p1',CHROMOSOMES(i,1)); 
   assignin('base','p2',CHROMOSOMES(i,2)); 
   assignin('base','p3',CHROMOSOMES(i,3)); 
   assignin('base','p4',CHROMOSOMES(i,4)); 
   assignin('base','p5',CHROMOSOMES(i,5)); 
   assignin('base','p6',CHROMOSOMES(i,6)); 
   assignin('base','p7',CHROMOSOMES(i,7)); 
   assignin('base','p8',CHROMOSOMES(i,8)); 
    

    
    % Set parameters in each block 
    disp('Setting Control Parameters.') 
    pitch_controller_1 = ['wt25small_PCKpfcWI15ms/Area 2/Wind Turbine Doubly- Fed Induction Generator 

(Phasor Type)/Generator &  Converters/Control/Enabled Pitch Control/PI Pitch Control']; 
    pitch_compensator_1 = ['wt25small_PCKpfcWI15ms/Area 2/Wind Turbine  Doubly-Fed Induction Generator 

(Phasor Type)/Generator &  Converters/Control/Enabled Pitch Compensator/PI Pitch Compensator']; 
    freq_droop_1 = ['wt25small_PCKpfcWI15ms/Area 2/Wind Turbine Doubly-Fed  Induction Generator 

(Phasor Type)/Generator &  Converters/Control/Enabled Frequency Droop/Kpcf']; 
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    lp_tc_1 = ['wt25small_PCKpfcWI15ms/Area 2/Wind Turbine Doubly-Fed  Induction Generator (Phasor 

Type)/Generator & Converters/Control/WI LP  Filter']; 
    Kwi_1 = ['wt25small_PCKpfcWI15ms/Area 2/Wind Turbine Doubly-Fed Induction  Generator (Phasor 

Type)/Generator & Converters/Control/Enabled WI  Gain/Kwi']; 
    wo_tc_1 = ['wt25small_PCKpfcWI15ms/Area 2/Wind Turbine Doubly-Fed  Induction Generator (Phasor 

Type)/Generator & Converters/Control/WI  Washout Filter']; 
    set_param(pitch_controller_1,'P','p1','I','p2'); 
    set_param(pitch_compensator_1,'P','p3','I','p4'); 
    set_param(freq_droop_1,'Gain','p5'); 
    set_param(lp_tc_1,'Denominator','[p6,1]','Numerator','[1]'); 
    set_param(Kwi_1,'Gain','p7'); 
    set_param(wo_tc_1,'Denominator','[p8,1]','Numerator','[p8,0]'); 
    % So the model does not have to recompile on every run 
    set_param(model,'FastRestart','on'); 
  
    % Simulate 
    disp(['Simulating...',num2str(k)]); 
    simout = sim(model); 
    % Cumulative integration of the error obtained from simulink 
    int_err = cumtrapz(simout.err_squared.Data); 
    % Since it is a cumulative integration only the last entry of the 
    % int_err vector is the actual error 
    error = int_err(length(int_err),1); 
     
    cost(i,1)= error; 
    k=k+1; 
end 

 

 

B.3 MUTATECON.M 

 
function 

CHROMOSOMES=mutatecon(CHROMOSOMES,mutaterate,popsize,pars,hi1,hi2,hi3,hi4,hi5,hi6,hi7,hi8,lo1,lo2,lo

3,lo4,lo5,lo6,lo7,lo8) 
% Inside a loop iterating over the number of mutations, a random  
% parameter in the population is selected and replaced by a new  
% random parameter 
  
nmu=ceil(popsize*pars*mutaterate); 
for i=1:nmu 
   hi = 0; 
   lo = 0; 
   row=ceil(popsize*rand)+1; 
   col=ceil(pars*rand); 
  
   if col == 1 
       hi = hi1; 
       lo = lo1; 
   elseif col == 2 
       hi = hi2; 
       lo = lo2; 
   elseif col == 3 
       hi = hi3; 
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       lo = lo3; 
   elseif col == 4 
       hi = hi4; 
       lo =lo4; 
   elseif col == 5 
       hi = hi5; 
       lo = lo5; 
   elseif col == 6 
       hi = hi6; 
       lo = lo6; 
   elseif col == 7 
       hi = hi7; 
       lo = lo7; 
   else 
       hi = hi8; 
       lo = lo8; 
   end 
             
   CHROMOSOMES(row,col)=(hi-lo)*rand+lo; 
end 
 

 

B.4 MATECON.M 

 
function CHROMOSOMES=matecon(Mom,Dad,CHROMOSOMES,keep,popsize,pars) 
% Code for continuous GP mating. Selects a crossover point 
% ceil rounds to next higher integer. Row index contains 
% first offspring, row intex +1 contains second offspring 
% Mom-vector containing row numbers of first parent 
% Dad-vector containing row numbers of second parent 
  
CHROMOSOMES;%to test chromosomes on the screen during development phase 
replace=(popsize-keep)/2; 
for ic=1:replace 
   alpha=ceil(rand*pars);i=2*(ic-1)+1; 
   beta=rand(1); 
   CHROMOSOMES(keep+i,alpha)=CHROMOSOMES(Mom(ic),alpha)-beta*(CHROMOSOMES(Mom(ic),alpha)-

CHROMOSOMES(Dad(ic),alpha)); 
   

CHROMOSOMES(keep+i+1,alpha)=CHROMOSOMES(Dad(ic),alpha)+beta*(CHROMOSOMES(Mom(ic),alpha)-

CHROMOSOMES(Dad(ic),alpha)); 
    
end; 
 

 

B.5 PAIRING.M 

 
function[Mom,Dad]=pairing(CHROMOSOMES,cost,keep,popsize,op) 
% Based on the probability option op, one of the following 
% three pairing criterias is used: 
% 1. Top-Down, 2. Random, 3. Weighted Random  
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% for the selection of the parents of the next generation 
  
replacements=(popsize-keep)/2;denum=0; 
if op==1 
   for r=1:replacements 
      denum=denum+r; 
   end; 
   for n=1:replacements 
      probn(n)=n/denum; 
   end; 
end; 
if op==2 
   %need to write code 
end; 
if op==3 
   %need to write code    
end; 
  
%Cummulative Probabilities 
cum=0;odds=zeros(1,replacements); 
for i=1:replacements 
   cum=probn(i)+cum; 
   odds(1,i)=cum; 
end; 
%Roll dice for Parents 
pick1=rand(1,replacements); %vector of random # for Mom 
pick2=rand(1,replacements); %vector of random # for Dad 
  
Mom=zeros(1,replacements);Dad=Mom; 
for i=1:replacements 
   for j=2:replacements 
      if (pick1(i)<odds(j) & pick1(i)>odds(j-1)) 
         Mom(i)=j; 
      end; 
      if Mom(i)==0 
         Mom(i)=1; 
      end; 
      if (pick2(i)<odds(j) & pick2(i)>odds(j-1)) 
         Dad(i)=j; 
      end; 
      if Dad(i)==0 
         Dad(i)=1; 
      end; 
   end; 
end; 
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APPENDIX C: GENETIC ALGORITHM RUN PARAMETERS AND 

SOLUTIONS 
 

Parameter 1: P coefficient for the Pitch Controller 

Parameter 2: I coefficient for the Pitch Controller 

Parameter 3: P coefficient for the Pitch Compensator 

Parameter 4: I coefficient for the Pitch Compensator 

Parameter 5: P coefficient for the Droop/Governing Frequency Control 

Parameter 6: Time Constant for WindINERTIA Low-Pass Filter 

Parameter 7: P coefficient for WindINERTIA 

Parameter 8: Time Constant for WindINERTIA Wash-Out Filter 

 

The “TopChrom” variable is a vector of the optimal parameter found with each parameter 

indexed as the parameter number, for example, the second number in the TopChrom vector is 

Parameter 2. The “Ans” variable is the minimum value found on the cost function surface. 

 

C.1 PITCH + COMPENSATOR 

 

Maximum Number of iterations: 100 

Population Size of Generation 0: 96 

Population Size for Generations 1 - end: 48 

Number of Chromosomes kept for mating: 24 

Total Number of parameters in a chromosome: 4 

Mutation rate: 0.04 

High end of parameter 1 value: 800 

High end of parameter 2 value: 100 

High end of parameter 3 value: 50 

High end of parameter 4 value: 25 

Low end of parameter 1 value: 200 

Low end of parameter 2 value: 25 

Low end of parameter 3 value: 10 

Low end of parameter 4 value: 5 
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TopChrom = 

 

  628.9598   71.3560   28.5594   19.4000 

 

 

ans = 

 

  32.6321 

 

 

C.2 PITCH + COMPENSATOR + DROOP 

 

Maximum Number of iterations: 100 

Population Size of Generation 0: 96 

Population Size for Generations 1 - end: 48 

Number of Chromosomes kept for mating: 24 

Total Number of parameters in a chromosome: 5 

Mutation rate: 0.04 

High end of parameter 1 value: 800 

High end of parameter 2 value: 100 

High end of parameter 3 value: 75 

High end of parameter 4 value: 50 

High end of parameter 5 value: 100 

Low end of parameter 1 value: 400 

Low end of parameter 2 value: 25 

Low end of parameter 3 value: 25 

Low end of parameter 4 value: 10 

Low end of parameter 5 value: 25 

 

TopChrom = 

 

  480.6668   26.2039   35.2232   29.8399   87.2476 

 

 

ans = 

 

   38.2842 

 

C.3 PITCH + COMPENSATOR + DROOP + WIND INERTIA 

 

Maximum Number of iterations: 100 

Population Size of Generation 0: 96 

Population Size for Generations 1 - end: 48 

Number of Chromosomes kept for mating: 24 
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Total Number of parameters in a chromosome: 8 

Mutation rate: 0.04 

High end of parameter 1 value: 550  

High end of parameter 2 value: 20 

High end of parameter 3 value: 35 

High end of parameter 4 value: 10 

High end of parameter 5 value: 90 

High end of parameter 6 value: 10 

High end of parameter 7 value: 220 

High end of parameter 8 value: 10 

Low end of parameter 1 value: 200 

Low end of parameter 2 value: 5 

Low end of parameter 3 value: 5 

Low end of parameter 4 value: 0 

Low end of parameter 5 value: 20 

Low end of parameter 6 value: 2 

Low end of parameter 7 value: 150 

Low end of parameter 8 value: 2 

 

TopChrom = 

 

  351.6254   16.6484   34.6131    9.2408   84.6891    7.2390   204.2616    9.3884 

 

 

ans = 

 

   29.7678 

 

 

 




